Argumentative text has been analyzed both theoretically and computationally in terms of argumentative structure that consists of argument components (e.g., claims, premises) and their argumentative relations (e.g., support, attack). Less emphasis has been placed on analyzing the semantic types of argument components. We propose a two-tiered annotation scheme to label claims and premises and their semantic types in an online persuasive forum, Change My View, with the long-term goal of understanding what makes a message persuasive. Premises are annotated with the three types of persuasive modes: ethos, logos, pathos, while claims are labeled as interpretation, evaluation, agreement, or disagreement, the latter two designed to account for the dialogical nature of our corpus.
Introduction
Argumentation is a type of discourse where speakers try to persuade their audience about the reasonableness of a claim by displaying supportive arguments. As underlined in Rhetorics and Argumentation Theory (Perelman and OlbrechtsTyteca, 1973; van Eemeren and Eemeren, 2009) , the persuasiveness of a message lies at the interface between discourse form (i.e., use of hedges, connectives, rhetorical questions) and conceptual form such as the artful use of ethos (credibility and trustworthiness of the speaker), pathos (appeal to audience feelings), and logos (appeal to the rationality of the audience through logical reasoning). Recent work in argumentation mining and detection of persuasion has so far mainly explored the persuasive role played by features related to discourse form (Stab and Gurevych, 2014a; Peldszus and Stede, 2016; Habernal and Gurevych, 2016; Tan et al., 2016; Ghosh et al., 2016) . However, due to the lack of suitable training data, the detection of conceptual features is still nascent.
On these grounds, we propose and validate a systematic procedure to identify conceptual aspects of persuasion, presenting a two-stage annotation process on a sample of 78 threads from the sub-reddit Change My View (Section 3). Change My View constitutes a suitable environment for the study of persuasive argumentation: users award a Delta point to the users that managed to changed their views, thus providing a naturally labeled dataset for persuasive arguments. In the first stage, expert annotators are asked to identify claims and premises among the propositions forming the post. In the second stage, using crowdsourcing (Amazon Mechanical Turk) claims and premises are annotated with their semantic types. For premises, the semantic types are based on the Aristotelian modes of persuasion logos, pathos and ethos, or a combination of them. For claims, we have considered two proposition types among those in Freeman's taxonomy (Freeman, 2000) that can work as claims since their truth is assailable, namely interpretations and evaluations (rational/emotional).
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CMV: Patriotism is the belief that being born on one side of a line makes you better ...
[I would define patriotism quite simply as supporting one's country, but not *necessarily* disparaging others] CLAIM DISAGREEMENT ...
[Someone who assists another country that is in worse shape instead of assisting their own can still be a patriot, but also recognize significant need in other nations and decide to assist them We have furthermore distinguished propositions expressing agreement and disagreement because they present an anaphoric function inherent to the dialogic nature of the corpus. An example is given in Figure 1 . 1 We aim to answer three questions: 1) can humans reliably annotate claim and premises and their semantic types? (Section 4) 2) are types of premises/claims positioned in recurrent orders? and 3) are certain types of claims and/or premises more likely to appear in persuasive messages than in non-persuasive messages? (Section 5.2). Our findings show that claims, premises and premise types can be annotated with moderate agreement (Kripendorff's α > 0.63), while claim types are more difficult for annotators to reliably label (α = 0.46) (Section 4). To answer the second question, we perform an analysis of the correlations between types of argumentative components (premises and claims), as well as their position in the post and discuss our findings in Section 5.1. Our results for the third question show that there are several significant differences between persuasive and nonpersuasive comments as to the types of claims and premises (Section 5.2). We present our future work in Section 6. The annotated dataset is available on GitHub to the research community 2 .
1 Note that premises are labeled at proposition level and not clause level.
2 https://github.com/chridey/change-my-view-modes
Related Work
There are three areas relevant to the work presented in this paper, which we address in turn.
Persuasion detection and prediction. Recent studies in argument mining and computational social science have focused on persuasion detection and prediction. A bulk of them have focused on the identification of structural and lexical features that happen to be associated with persuasive arguments. Ghosh et al. (2016) have shown that the number of supported/unsupported claims and the structure of arguments directly affect persuasion. Habernal and Gurevych (2016) have experimented with SVM and bidirectional LSTM to predict arguments scored by annotators as convincing mainly using lexical linguistic features (e.g., modal verbs, verb tenses, sentiment scores). Taking advantage of the Change My View dataset, (Tan et al., 2016) , have investigated whether lexical features and interaction patterns affect persuasion, finding that lexical diversity plays a major role. In a similar vein, other studies have ranked arguments according to their karma scores (Wei et al., 2016) , showing that aspects of argumentative language and social interaction are persuasive features. In this paper, we focus on the conceptual aspects of a persuasive message by analyzing the semantic types of claims and premises. A closely related area of research is the detection of situational influencers -participants in a discussion who have credibility in the group, persist in attempting to convince others, and introduce ideas that others pick up on or support (Rosenthal and Mckeown, 2017; Biran et al., 2012) . In particular, Rosenthal and Mckeown (2017) Das et al. (2016) looked at the diffusion of information through social media and how author intent affects message propagation. They found that persuasive messages were more likely to be received positively if the emotional or logical components of a message were selected according to the given topic. Lukin et al. (2017) examined how personality traits and emotional or logical arguments affect persuasiveness.
Semantics of argument components. Recently, new interest has arisen in analyzing the semantics of argument components. Becker et al. (2016) have investigated correlations between situation entity types and claims/premises. Park et al. (2015) have proposed a classification of claims in relation to the subjectivity/objectivity of the premises in their support. On a different note, a scalable and empirically validated annotation scheme has been proposed for the analysis of illocutionary structures in argumentative dialogues drawing from Inference Anchoring Theory (Budzynska et al., 2014; Budzynska and Reed, 2011) , relying on different types of pragmatic information. However, distinct taxonomies to account for semantic differences characterizing claims vs. premises and their degrees of persuasiveness has so far not been investigated.
Our study contributes to previous work in proposing a novel and reliable annotation scheme, which combines semantic types for both claims and premises at the propositional level, allowing to observe relevant combinations in persuasive messages.
Annotation Process

Source data
Change My View is a discussion forum on the site reddit.com. The initiator of the discussion will create a title for their post (which contains the major claim of the argument) and then describe the reasons for their belief. Other posters will respond and attempt to change the original poster's view. If they are successful, the original poster will indicate that their view was changed by providing a ∆ point. We use the same dataset from the Change My View forum created in previous work (Tan et al., 2016) . We extract dialogs from the full dataset where only the original poster and one responder interacted. If the dialogue ends with the original poster providing a ∆, the thread is labeled as positive; if it ends prematurely without a ∆, it is labeled negative. We select 39 positive and 39 negative threads to be annotated.
Annotation of argumentative components
In the first stage of the annotation process, the goal is to label claims and premises at the proposition level. We recruited 8 students with a background either in Linguistics or in Natural Language Processing to be annotators. Students were asked to read the guidelines and were given an example with gold labels (see Figure 1 ). During a one-hour long training session they were asked to annotate a pilot example and comparison between their preliminary annotations and the gold labels was discussed. Each student annotated from a minimum of 5 to a maximum of 22 threads depending on their availability.
The guidelines provide an intuitive definition of claims/premises paired with examples. While the definitions are similar to those provided in previous annotation projects (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b) , we took as annotation unit the proposition instead of the clause, given that premises are frequently propositions that conflate multiple clauses (see Figure 1 ).
• claim:
proposition that expresses the speaker's stance on a certain matter. They can express predictions ( 'I think that the left wing will win the election"), interpretations ("John probably went home"), evaluations ("Your choice is a bad one") as well as agreement/disagreement with other peoples claims ("I agree"/"I think you are totally wrong"). Complex sentences where speakers at first agree and then disagree with other speakers' opinion (concessions) constitute separate claims ("I agree with you that the environmental consequences are bad, but I still think that freedom is more important.").
• premise: proposition that expresses a justification provided by the speaker in support of a claim to persuade the audience of the validity of the claim. Like claims, they can express opinions but their function is not that of introducing a new stance, but that of supporting one expressed by another proposition ("John probably went home. I don't see his coat anywhere"; "Look at the polls; I think that the right wing will win the election").
Both claims and premises can be expressed by rhetorical questions, questions that are not meant to require an answer -which is obvious -but to implicitly convey an assertive speech act. Their argumentative role, thus, has to to be decided in context: in the sentence "We should fight for our privacy on the Web. Dont you love that Google knows your favorite brand of shoes?", the rhetorical question functions as an argument in support of the recommendation to fight for privacy.
Completely untagged sections mostly contain greetings, farewells, or otherwise irrelevant text. Thus, occasionally entire paragraphs are left unmarked. Furthermore, we left the title unannotated, assuming that it works as the original poster's major claim, while we are interested in the comments that could persuade the original poster to change his view. When the original poster's text starts with an argument, it is by default to be considered in support of the title.
Annotation of types of premises and claims
The second stage aims to label the semantic type of claims and premises using crowdsourcing. We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) as our crowdsourcing platform. Using the previous annotations of claim/premises, Turkers were asked to identify the semantic type of premises and claims. The novelty of this study relies in the proposal of a fine-grained, non context-dependent annotation of semantic types of premises and of claims. On the other hand, existing semantic classifications focus either on premises or on claims (section 2). Current Studies have by far tackled types of premises and claims combinations specific to a restricted set of argument schemes (Atkinson and BenchCapon, 2016; Lawrence and Reed, 2016 ) mainly for classification purposes.
For each claim, we showed the workers the entire sentence containing the claim. For each premise, we showed the Turkers the entire sentence containing the premise and the sentence containing the claim. Each HIT consisted of 1 premise or 1 claim classification task and the Turkers were paid 5 cents for each HIT.
For claims, the Turkers were asked to choose among four different choices. The distinction between interpretations and evaluations recalls Freeman's (Freeman, 2000) classification of contingent statements. We have decided to treat agreements/disagreements as distinct types of claims since, depending on the semantics of the embedded proposition, they can express sharedness (or not) of interpretations as well as evaluations. The provided definitions are:
• interpretation: expresses predictions or explanations of states of affairs ("I think he will win the election." or "He probably went home.")
• evaluation: the claim expresses a more or 14 less positive or negative judgement. Drawing from the distinction made in sentiment analysis and opinion mining, (Liu, 2012) evaluations are sub-classified as:
-evaluation-rational: expresses an opinion based on rational reasoning, nonsubjective evidence or credible sources ("His political program is very solid." or "He is a very smart student.") -evaluation-emotional: expresses an opinion based on emotional reasons and/or subjective beliefs ("Going to the gym is an unpleasant activity." or "I do not like doing yoga.")
• agreement or disagreement: expresses that the speaker shares/does not share to a certain degree the beliefs held by another speaker, i.e. "I agree that going to the gym is boring" or "you are right" or "I do not think that he went home." or "You are not logically wrong." or "I do not like your ideas." or "It may be true."
For premises, the Turkers were provided with the following labels:
• logos: appeals to the use of reason, such as providing relevant examples and other kinds of factual evidence ("Eating healthy makes you live longer. The oldest man in the US followed a strictly fat-free diet." or "He will probably win the election. He is the favorite according to the polls.")
• pathos: aims at putting the audience in a certain frame of mind, appealing to emotions, or more generally touching upon topics in which the audience can somehow identify ("Doctors should stop prescribing antibiotics at a large scale. The spread of antibiotics will be a threat for the next generation." or "You should put comfy furniture into your place. The feeling of being home is unforgettable").
• ethos: appeals to the credibility established by personal experience/expertise ("I assure you the consequences of fracking are terrible. I have been living next to a pipeline since I was a child." or "I assure you the consequences of fracking are terrible. I am a chemical engineer.") as well as title/reputation ("I trust his predictions about climate change.
He is a Nobel Prize winner." or "I trust his predictions about climate change. They say he is a very sincere person.")
In operational terms, the workers were asked to select true for the persuasion mode used and false for the ones that were not applicable. They were given the choice to select from 1 to 3 modes for the same premise. If the workers did not select any modes, their HIT was rejected.
Annotation Results
The 78 discussion threads comprise 278 turns of dialogue consisting of 2615 propositions in 2148 total sentences. Of these sentences, 786 contain a claim and 1068 contain a premise. Overall at the sentence-level, 36.5% of sentences contain a claim and 49.7% contain a premise. 22% of sentences contain no annotations at all. In terms of claims, 3 15.8% of sentences contain a rational evaluation, 8.7% contain an interpretation, and 7.3% contain an emotional evaluation, while only 2.5% contain agreement and 2.3% contain disagreement. For premises, 44% contain logos, 29% contain pathos, and only 3% contain ethos.
We computed Inter-Annotator Agreement for claims and premises by requiring 3 of the annotators to annotate an overlapping subset of 2 threads. We compare annotations at the sentence level, similar to previous work (Stab and Gurevych, 2014a) , as most sentences contain only 1 proposition, making this approximation reasonable. We compute IAA using Kripendorff's alpha (Krippendorff, 1970) , obtaining 0.63 and 0.65, respectively. These scores are considered moderate agreement and are similar to the results on persuasive essays (Stab and Gurevych, 2014a) .
We also compute IAA for types of premises, comparing the majority vote of the Turkers to gold labels from our most expert annotator (based on highest average pair-wise IAA). As Kripendorff's alpha is calculated globally and compares each item directly between annotators, it is well-suited for handling the multi-label case here (Ravenscroft et al., 2016) . The resulting IAA was 0.73.
Finally, we compute IAA for the types of claims, again comparing the majority vote to gold labels annotated by an expert linguist. The resulting IAA is 0.46, considered low agreement. This result is in line with those attested in similar experiments .
In our case, we hypothesize that the nature of the claims provided as unit of annotations may have led to confusion. According to the expert linguist annotator, some of the claims are complex sentences being formed by two propositions liable to two different types of claims. In a sentence such as "Your first paragraph is intriguing, and I definitely agree with it," for instance, the first proposition constitutes an emotional-evaluation, while the second an agreement. The choice of one of the two labels may, thus, give rise to divergent annotations.
Qualitative analysis: the disagreement space
To investigate the disagreement space in the annotation of types of claims, we present a confusion matrix in Table 1 between the majority vote and the label chosen by each of the 5 Turkers. The major disagreement is between the claim types "interpretation" (C I ) and "evaluation-rational" (C ER ), followed by the pairs "evaluation-emotional" (C EE )/ "evaluation-rational"(C ER ). While the label "disagreement" (C D ) also seems to be controversial, the scarcity of occurrences makes it less relevant for the analysis of the disagreement space. The higher consensus in the labeling of "agreement"(C A ) versus other types of evaluations can be explained looking at linguistic triggers: while "agreement" is signaled by unambiguous linguistic clues (I agree, you are right, yes), the degree of rationality/emotions conveyed by a judgment is not always transparent given the semantics of the sentiment expressed, but may call for wider contextual features. Given a sentence such as "I don't think I'm better than the people I'd be denying citizenship" it is clear that what the speaker is expressing is a subjective evaluation, while in the sentence "This is the best argument I have seen" the type of evaluation at stake depends on the criteria at the basis of the judgment. In order to verify and explain difficulties encountered in deciding whether the claim is C ER or C I we compared the Turkers annotation with the gold annotations of an expert linguist annotator. The trends in the disagreement space are the same as those noticed among Turkers. The qualitative analysis shows that Turkers tend to misclassify interpretation (C I ) as evaluation-rational (C ER ). This is mainly due to a tendency of an- notating claims as evaluations in the presence of a sentiment word regardless of the overall meaning of the proposition: the sentence "The problem isnt always bad parenting, though that can play a role, the problem is a black and white educational system" was annotated as an evaluation probably due to the axiological adjective bad. However, the primary meaning is not that of providing a negative judgment, but that of providing an explanation for a state of affairs (problems encountered at school).
Quantitative Analysis
In order to investigate what conceptual features are persuasive, we first observe correlations between types of argumentative components (premises and claims) as well as their position in the post. We then look at how different patterns are distributed in positive and/or negative threads.
Argumentative Components
We present an analysis of correlations between types of claims and premises, with the aim to check the presence of an ordering effect (research question 2). As we do not have supporting and attacking relations at this stage of the annotation process, we consider two approaches, both at the sentence-level, for analyzing dependencies. We first report the results of the sequential transitions at the proposition level between types of claims (agreement, disagreement, rational evaluation, emotional evaluation, and interpretation) and premises (pathos, ethos, and logos, and their respective combinations). If the previous proposition is not labeled as claim or premise, we set the previous category to "None." If the sentence is the start of a post, we set the previous category to "BOP" (beginning of post). We also include transitions to the end of the post (EOP). We present results for the annotations from the AMT workers in Figure 2 . The heatmap represents the tran-sition matrix, normalized by the row count. The rows represent the label for the previous proposition and the columns represent the label for the current proposition.
For the second approach, we report the counts for the type of premise given the most recent claim type in the post. We assume here that the premise always attaches to the preceding claim, providing an approximation for this type of structure. We chose this heuristic since we observed that users tend first to express their view and then back it up with subsequent arguments to achieve a clear argument structure as advocated by ChangeMyView submission rules. However, we acknowledge that premises may be positioned in front of a claim or refer anaphorically to a textually distant claim. We manually evaluated a sample of 100 premisesclaims pairs: the correct pairs were identified 75% of the time. If the previous claim occurs either in the title or the previous post, we just indicate the previous claim to be "EOP." This scenario occurs when the original poster writes a premise that depends on the main claim or when a post responds directly to a claim in a preceding post. The heatmap in Figure 3 represents the claim/premise distribution for AMT annotations, with claims as rows and premises as columns, normalized by the counts of premises.
We compute significance for individual cells using the chi-squared test for cells, computing a 2x2 contingency table. All results discussed have p < 0.001 after the Bonferroni correction, unless otherwise specified. Considering only claims at the beginning of the post, rational evaluations (23%), agreements (5%), and interpretations (13%) are more likely to appear at the start than in general. On the other end, premises expressing pathos are less likely to appear at the end of the post (only 7% of the time), while less surprisingly, unannotated sentences (farewell messages, for example) are more likely to appear at the end (20% of the time). As far as sequences of modes of persuasion, arguments expressing logos or pathos are more likely to occur consecutively (for logos, 46% following logos and 48% following pathos and for pathos, 31% and 34% respectively) than in the overall distribution (37% logos and 24% pathos). Finally, logos is more likely to follow a rational evaluation (49% of the time) when compared to the overall distribution of logos and the same is true for emotional evaluations and pathos (39%).
As for premise/claim pairs, premises classified as pathos are in support of rational evaluations 34% of the time that pathos occurs, while logos supports rational evaluations 38% of the time (p < 0.05) and ethos 28% of the time. Similarly, there is a slight preference (p < 0.05) for pathos to support evaluation-emotional claims, with 20% of pathos arguments supporting that type, 17% of logos arguments and 17% of ethos supporting it, respectively. Finally, authors demonstrate a preference for logos when addressing the claims of an author in the previous post (p < 0.01). The qualitative analysis of those cases reveals that when supporting rational evaluations, pathos arguments refer to situations that everyone could experience, as underlined by the use of the pronoun you in its impersonal use (e.g. "If you don't break up, you are stuck with a person who doesn't value you enough to stay loyal. It's just a logical conclusion that breaking up is the right choice in most if not all situations.").
Semantic types and persuasive role
To investigate whether certain types of claims/premises correlate with persuasive/nonpersuasive messages (research question 3), we conduct a preliminary analysis of the relationship between claims and premises in different contexts, in winning vs. non winning arguments. We re-compute the transition matrix and conditional claim/premise matrix by splitting the dataset according to whether the responding poster received a delta or not. We also only consider the components written by the author of the response, and discard the posts from the original poster in order to understand whether certain patterns are more likely to be persuasive.
We compute statistical significance between the positive and negative label distributions and conditional and transition matrices using Pearson's chisquared test of independence. As the chi-squared test considers the distribution of the data and does not require equal sample sizes 4 , this test is appropriate for significance. We again use the Yates correction for low frequencies. For the AMT annotations, we obtain a p-value of p < 0.00001 for all distributions: the unigram labels, the transition matrix, and the claim/premise matrix. For the gold annotations, the p-value of the overall label distri- bution is p < 0.05, but for the transition matrix the p-value is p = 0.59, likely due to the very low counts for some cells. However, the value for the claim/premise matrix is p < 0.001, indicating significant differences even for this small dataset.
Finally, similar to the analysis of the entire dataset, we compute significance for individual cells using the same chi-squared test. We first find that for the unigram distribution rational evaluations are less likely to be found in winning arguments with 9% of propositions in positive and 14% in negative (p < 0.01). When we consider the joint distribution of premise combinations, we find that pathos and logos are more likely to occur together in successful threads, with 23% and 17% respectively (p < 0.01).
For the transition distribution, compared to positive threads, negative threads show fewer agreements opening up the posts (p < 0.05). Agreeing with what was previously said by another speaker before expressing a possibly divergent opinion constitutes a traditional persuasive rhetorical strategy (Anscombre and Ducrot, 1983) . In a sentence such as "I do agree that today's moderates are potentially tomorrow's conservatives. However this isn't about being just a bit conservative. It's about ...", the speaker concedes the previous user's point and then expresses a slightly contrasting point of view. In doing so, he exhibits his reasonableness and he avoids face-threatening disagreement. Moreover, positive threads are slightly more likely to show consecutive arguments of the same type (logos/logos; pathos/pathos) (p < 0.01), suggesting the hypothesis that conceptual coherence plays a role as persuasive strategy. The reasons provided by the original posters for awarding a ∆ point frequently includes positive evaluations about the fol-lowed reasoning lines (e.g. "Well thought out response", "Thanks for the brilliant and well thought out answer").
Examining premise/claim patterns qualitatively, it seems that positive threads generally feature more interpretations, especially based on arguments of the logos type, at the expense of the number of evaluations. This type of claim/premise pattern is likely to be perceived as less subjective.
Evaluations, even when of the rational type, necessarily contain a subjective component in assessing the criteria to judge something as more or less positive or negative: the judgment "networking is discriminatory" during the hiring process would not, for instance, be shared by someone who considers social skills as a crucial quality for a job candidate. On the other hand, interpretations, when backed up by logos, encode states of affairs presented as intersubjective (Nuyts, 2012) . For instance, in the premise-claim pair "American patriots have a general mentality against immigration. This is prominent in many ads and political champagnes, namely the slogan 'Creating jobs for americans' ", ads and political campaigns can be accessed by anyone. Since their goal is that of communicating a specific message to the public, the interpretation of their content promises to raise limited disagreement. This difference in degree of (inter)subjectivity is mirrored by the fact that evaluations, differently from interpretations, tend to be introduced by propositional attitude indicators at the first person singular (e.g. "I think", "I find","I point out") that put the speaker in a position of prominence as responsible for the truth of the asserted proposition. Moreover, evaluations are more frequently backed up by pathos arguments (e.g. the claim "Enjoying the moment is possible, but doesn't make life have a point" and the matching premise "For once I die, all memories and all point is gone" (pathos).
Conclusions and Future Work
In this study we propose an annotation scheme for the identification of persuasive conceptual features. Compared to previous pilot works in the same vein, we distinguish different semantic types of premises and of claims with the long term goal of investigating their persuasive role. We empirically validate the devised procedure through a two-tiered annotation project on a sample of 78 threads from the subreddit Change My View.
While the annotation of argumentative components (claims, premises) was carried out by expert annotators, for the annotation of semantic types of premises and claims we relied on crowdsourcing. The annotation of premises and claims achieves moderate agreement, in line with state-of-the-art results. The same applies to the semantic types of premises, showing improvement with respect to previous attempts. The identification of the semantic types of claims appears to be more difficult due to the confusion between interpretations and rational evaluations. We plan to improve the guidelines to account for this difficulty.
In order to understand the persuasive role of the semantic types of claims and premises under study, we observe the recurrent combinations of argumentative components, their preferred position in the post and their distribution in winning and non winning threads.
Going forward, we plan to conduct a broader annotation project including the labeling of support/attack relations to be carried out as part of the identification of premise/claim pairs. We also plan to explore other aspects of the data. We expect that certain topics are more emotional or rational than others and winning arguments are generated accordingly. For example, moral issues may be more effective based on personal/emotional arguments while issues in science may require rational arguments. We also expect that the distribution of labels in the original post determines the effectiveness of a response, i.e. a post consisting mostly of emotional claims and pathos might require a similar response. Finally, we plan to experiment with predictive sequential models on claim and premise types and joint models for overall persuasiveness.
